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Application Interface

Basic Concepts

Once the user is logged in the application, main interface will become enabled.

Cashier can choose different game by switching between tabs. Depending on 
server configuration some game tabs might be visible and disabled, or they can be 
completely hidden.

Every major button has a corresponding keyboard shortcut for easier use. Most 
used buttons have shortcuts on numerical side of the keyboard as they are 
accessed most frequently.
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LUCKY BALLS

Procedure for ticket creation is following:

1. Operator selects the numbers on the ticket, this can be done in multiple ways

 a. Clicking the numbers in the number selector
 b. Typing in numbers trough numerical keyboard (press ‘B’ or ‘+’ to get the   
                  cursor in position for typing numbers)
 c. Clicking the automated “Color Betting” option

2. Operator enters number of drawings for which the ticket is valid (default is 1, which   
means that the ticket is valid only for the next drawing. Player can play up to 10 draw  
ings in advance);

3. Wager amount is entered by operator. The entered wagered amount is the gross amount, 
meaning that the tax will be deducted automatically, and the remainder is going to be split 
amongst all drawings/combinations. Default value for the ticket amount is the minimum bet;

4. Operator can review number of combinations, eventual winnings and present that data to 
the player before printing the ticket;

5. Ticket is printed by clicking on “Print Ticket” button, or by pressing enter if the focus is 
already at the button.

Repeating tickets

To repeat already created ticket you may use the “Same ticket” option in the software. 

1. Press “-” on numerical keyboard or select “Same ticket” field

2. Type in first four (or more) numbers from the ticket number into the box

3. Press “Enter” twice, and the numbers & games from that ticket will be recalled into the 
application

4. You may now change the ticket amount, or just press “F2” to directly print the ticket, or 
scroll trough options with “Enter” until the ticket is printed
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Keyboard Shortcuts

Keyboard shortcuts are:

All options in the game can be operated trough keyboard shortcuts, without use of computer 
mouse.

Main Screen
---------------------------
'B'  Numbers
'S'  System
'C'  Color
'P'  Preballs Sum -122.5+
'H'  First Ball -24.5+
'O'  First Ball Even/Odd
'K'  First Ball Color
'E'  More Even/Odd
'F'  Draws
'T'  Total Amount
'U'  Amount
'V'  Top Color
'M'  Last Ball -24.5+
'N'  Last Ball Even/Odd
'Z'  Last Ball Color
'R'  Random 6
'A'  Manual Combinations
'+'  Clear Ticket And Set Focus
'*'  Results
'/'  Daily Report
'-'  Repeat Ticket

Main Screen Function Keys
---------------------------
F2  Print Ticket
F12  Clear Ticket
F6-F11 Random 6-10
F3   Check Ticket
F4   Results
F5   Daily Report

Payout/Cancel Ticket
---------------------------
'T'  Ticket Number

Daily Report
---------------------------
F5   Refresh
F2   Print Report

Results
---------------------------
F5   Refresh
F2   Print Results

All dialogs except main
---------------------------
ESC  Close Dialog
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System (Combination) Tickets

Random Number Selection

If a player selects more than 6 numbers on a ticket (he can select up to 10 numbers), the 
ticket is considered to be a system/combination bet, where number of combinations depends 
on quantity of numbers selected. 

Number of combinations are following
6 numbers 1 combination
7 numbers 7 combinations
8 numbers 28 combinations
9 numbers 84 combinations
10 numbers 210 combinations

If a ticket contains special bets, such as top color or odd/even balls, each bet placed is con-
sidered a single combination. 

Eg. If the player selects 7 numbers on a ticket, and selects three special bets (first ball more 
than 24.5, color of first ball Red, more odd numbers) then he has 10 combinations on a single 
ticket. If the player bets €100 on such ticket, this is divided upon 10 combinations which 
means that bet on a single combination is €10.

Player can instruct operator to randomly select 6 or more numbers for his ticket. If this is the 
case, operator clicks on “Random 6 numbers” button, and six random numbers are automati-
cally added to the ticket.

This significantly speeds up proces of the ticket creation and should be encouraged.
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Manual Combinations

Player can choose to play up to 8 numbers combination in a single game

The menu for manual combination is opened either trough GUI button or by pressing “A” as 
a keyboard shortcut. The following screen is opened:

This option is usually used when player wishes to bet multiple colors in a single game. Eg. 
player would wish to bet that all Red, Green and Yellow balls are going to be drawn in the 
next game, the operator would type in 1, 2, 6 in the “Color” boxes.

As a shortcut, operator can type in color code 9, and in that case all 8 colors will be selected.

Color codes are following:

Code Color
   1 Red
   2 Green
   3 Blue
   4 Violet
   5 Brown
   6 Yellow
   7 Orange
   8 Black
   9 All colors

Another alternative is that the player wishes to bet specific numbers in each combination, 
then operator has to input these numbers in the “Numbers” section.
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DOG RACING

Dog Racing is opened by using shortcut key “D” or clicking on tab “Dog Race”:

Bets are entered in a way that operator first fills “Odd Type” field for a game type (market) eg. 
“1” for winner of the race, and then in field “Odd” enter wanted outcome, eg. “3” which means 
that dog nr. 3 is going to win the race.

Dog Racing Game/Odd types:
 
Odd Type: 1 - Win
  Odds: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
Odd Type: 2 - Second
  Odds: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
Odd Type: 3 - Third
  Odds: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
Odd Type: 4 - First / Second
  Odds: 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 21, 23,
  24, 25, 26, 31, 32, 34, 35, 36,
  41, 42, 43, 45, 46, 51, 52, 53,
  54, 56, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65
Odd Type: 44 - First / Second 2x
Odds: 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 23, 24,
  25, 26, 34, 35, 36, 45, 46, 56
Odd Type: 5 - In First Two
  Odds: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
Odd Type: 6 - In First Three
  Odds: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
Odd Type: 7 - Double Chance
  Odds: 21, 31, 32, 41, 42, 43, 51,
  52, 53, 54, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65
Odd Type: 8 - Not Win
  Odds: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
Odd Type: 9 - Not Second
  Odds: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
Odd Type: 10 - Not Third
  Odds: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
Odd Type: 11 - Not In First Two
  Odds: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
Odd Type: 12 - Not In First Three
  Odds: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Odd Type: 13 - Not Double Chance
  Odds: 21, 31, 32, 41, 42, 43, 51,
  52, 53, 54, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65
Odd Type: 14 - Win 123 or 456
  Odds: 1, 2
Odd Type: 15 - Win Even or Odd
  Odds: 1, 2
Odd Type: 16 - First Two -7,5+
  Odds: 1, 2
Odd Type: 17 - First Three -10,5+
  Odds: 1, 2
Odd Type: 19 -Trifecta
  Odds: 123, 124, 125, 126, 132,
  134, 135, 136, 142, 143, 145,
  146, 152, 153, 154, 156, 162,
  163, 164, 165, 213, 214, 215,
  216, 231, 234, 235, 236, 241,
  243, 245, 246, 251, 253, 254,
  256, 261, 263, 264, 265, 312,
  314, 315, 316, 321, 324, 325,
  326, 341, 342, 345, 346, 351,
  352, 354, 356, 361, 362, 364,
  365, 412, 413, 415, 416, 421,
  423, 425, 426, 431, 432, 435,
  436, 451, 452, 453, 456, 461,
  462, 463, 465, 512, 513, 514,
  516, 521, 523, 524, 526, 531,
  532, 534, 536, 541, 542, 543,
  546, 561, 562, 563, 564, 612,
  613, 614, 615, 621, 623, 624,
  625, 631, 632, 634, 635, 641,
  642, 643, 645, 651, 652, 653,
  654
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HORSE RACING

Horse Racing is opened by using shortcut key “R” or clicking on tab “Horse Race”:

Bets are entered in a way that operator first fills “Odd Type” field for a game type (market) eg. 
“1” for winner of the race, and then in field “Odd” enter wanted outcome, eg. “3” which means 
that dog nr. 3 is going to win the race.

Horse Racing Game/Odd types:
 
Odd Type: 1 - Win
      Odds: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
   Odd Type: 2 - Second
      Odds: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
   Odd Type: 4 - First / Second
      Odds: 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
           21, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 31,
           32, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 41, 42,
           43, 45, 46, 47, 48, 51, 52, 53,
           54, 56, 57, 58, 61, 62, 63, 64,
           65, 67, 68, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75,
           76, 78, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86,
           87
   Odd Type: 41 - First with all others
      Odds: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
   Odd Type: 42 - Second with all others
      Odds: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
   Odd Type: 43 - First and Second with all others
      Odds: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
   Odd Type: 44 - First / Second 2x
      Odds: 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
           23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 34, 35,
           36, 37, 38, 45, 46, 47, 48, 56,
           57, 58, 67, 68, 78, 123,124,
           125,126,127,128,134,135,136,
           ... 12345678
   Odd Type: 5 - In First Two
      Odds: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

Odd Type: 7 - Double Chance
      Odds: 21, 31, 32, 41, 42, 43, 51,
           52, 53, 54, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65,
           71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 81, 82,
           83, 84, 85, 86, 87
   Odd Type: 8 - Not Win
      Odds: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
   Odd Type: 9 - Not Second
      Odds: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
   Odd Type: 11 - Not In First Two
      Odds: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
   Odd Type: 13 - Not Double Chance
      Odds: 21, 31, 32, 41, 42, 43, 51,
           52, 53, 54, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65,
           71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 81, 82,
           83, 84, 85, 86, 87

      Odds: 1, 2
   Odd Type: 15 - Win Even or Odd
      Odds: 1, 2

      Odds: 1, 2
   Odd Type: 18 - Double Chance First/Second
      Odds: 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
           23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 34, 35,
           36, 37, 38, 45, 46, 47, 48, 56,
           57, 58, 67, 68, 78
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LUCKY TEN

Lucky Ten can be opened by using shortcut key “W”, or by clicking on “Lucky Ten” section on 
the menu :

Entering bets functions completely the same as in “Lucky Balls”, with a difference that in 
“Lucky Ten” player chooses 10 out of 20 numbers plus additional bonus ball, and can play up 
to 14 numbers in a combination wager.
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TEXAS HOLDEM

Texas Holdem game can be opened by using shortcut key “H”, or by clicking on “Holdem” 
section on the menu:

In Texas Holdem game players are betting on which player is going to with the match, or they 
can place an outside bet on which card is going to be next.
Players can place their bets in three rounds: pre-flop, flop and turn. After each round odds are 
changed depending on the cards drawn on screen.

Bets can be entered by either clicking on the corresponding button on screen or by entering it 
by keyboard in bet textbox and pressing enter. Codes for bets are following:

Player will win match: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
Number corresponds with player ID, eg. 5 represents player 5 will win match

Color of next card: 41, 42, 43, 44
Number corresponds to card color, 
41  CLUB
42 DIAMOND
43 HEARTS
44 SPADE

Value of next card: 102, 103, 104 ,105 … 113, 114
Number corresponds to card value eg. 103 is card 3, 114 is card KING.
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VIRTUAL FOOTBALL

Virtual Football game can be opened by using shortcut key “F”, or by clicking on “vFootball” 
section on the menu:

Wagers can be entered either by manually entering the match code and bet code, or by clicing 
the corresponding market/odd button on screen.

Player can play only one market/odd per game. If more than one game is choosen odds are 
multiplied, and all matches must be winning in order for the ticket to be winning as well.
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vFOOTBALL LEAGUE

vFootball League game can be opened by using shortcut key “A”, or by clicking on “League” 
section on the menu:

Wagers can be entered either by manually entering the match code and bet code, or by clicing 
the corresponding market/odd button on screen.
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LUCKY GREEK

Lucky Greek game can be opened by using shortcut key “K”, or by clicking on “Lucky Greek” 
section on the menu:

Entering wagers funcions on the same principle as for “Lucky Balls” or “Lucky Ten” game. 

Options to choose:
 • Enter up to 8 numbers (payout varies accordingly)
 • Hot/Cool numbers
 • Random 1-8
 • Other bets (first ball, odd/even etc.)

This game is linked to Greek OPAP lottery provider, therefore players might expect delay 
anywhere from 20 seconds to 1.5 minutes for the game to start, depending on the speed of 
the external servers.
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VIDEO ROULETTE

Tab named “Roulette” opens the Video Roulette game.

Entering wagers is done by either selecting the wager type using a button on the bottom, or 
by using numberical keyboard and entering the Bet Type/Bet numbers.
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Ticket Payout / Cancelling

Ticket can be paid out or cancelled by clicking on “Check Ticket” button or by pressing “F3” 
key on the keyboard, after which following menu is shown:

Operator now has to scan the barcode on the ticket (if barcode scanner is available) or he 
must enter first 4 digits of the ticket, or the 12 digit ticket number in the apropriate field and 
click “Find”.

After the number of the ticket is successfully entered either manualy or by barcode scanner, 
all ticket details are displayed on the screen.

If the ticket is winning, the button “Payout” is shown on screen. If operator wishes to payout 
this ticket, he needs to click on “Payout” button, enter 4-digit pin code, and the amount in 
which the ticket can be paid out is show on the screen.

It is of utmost importance that the operator only pays out the amount that is shown on the 
screen and not on the paper ticket.
Cancelling of the ticket is done in a similar matter. Tickets can be cancelled only before the 
game has started, and in that case, after entering the ticket number, button “Cancel” is shown 
on screen. The procedure is same as for the payout – operator must enter 4-digit pin code 
from the ticket in order to complete the procedure.
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Daily Report

Daily report is accessed by clicking on “Daily Report” button or by pressing “F6” on the 
keyboard, after which following menu shows up:

Operator can review all financial data regarding his agency for the current day. This report 
can be printed out as well for physical record.

Depending on the configuration, operator or only supervisor can enter the money that has 
been added or taken out of the casa by filling out the appropriate fields on the right and 
clicking on button “Save”.
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Employee Bonusing

Should this option be enabled, game organizer can provide betting shop employees with 
certain financial stimulation as percentage from gross sales or gross profit of the betting 
shop.

If bonusing is enabled, they are visible in the bottom of the “Daily Report” menu: 

Bonus amount can be seen for current, as well as previous month.
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Jackpot

Config

This option opens a screen with jackpot history. 

The screen lists up to 10 previously won jackpots, all with date, location, winning code and 
amount. 

It is advisable to the operator to print this list every day and put it up for public display in the 
betting shop.

Configuration menu can change the address and port of the remote server, default interface 
language and the choosen printer. This option should be left only to supervisors to make 
changes to.
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Change Password

Software Version – Changes

Each user in the company is allocated his own private username and password combina-
tion.

It is highly reccomended that each user changes his password immediatelly after receivin-
ing it from the supervisor, so that the password is private and known only by the employee.

Lucky Balls software is constantly updated with the new features. To see new changes and 
features introduced, click on the version (        ) button.
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Description of the Display Application

A separate application manages informations shown on the TV screens in the betting shop. 
This application can be run on the same computer as a client application, or it could be run 
on a specialized embedded computer „Raspberry Pi“ which is another cost effective solution

Main game screen shows various informations:

 • Current value of the jackpot (upper left corner)
 • Game name “Lucky Balls” (upper left corner)
 • Top drawn colors (upper right corner)
 • Round ID (upper left)
 • Jackpot code (upper right)
 • Drawn numbers (center)
 • Clover leaf bonus marks (on this image positions 8 and 26)
 • Preball sum (lower left)
 • Odds/Even number ratio (lower center)
 • Bonus numbers (lower right, shown when drawn)

Language of the display interface depends on the client preferences.

Installation instructions for Raspbery Pi computer and the display software can be found in 
the separate manual.

Main game screen during game draw
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Technical Instructions

Installation of the Lucky Balls Software
Installation files are supplied by the Elbet for each client separatelly. 

Installation procedure is following:
 
  1. Open the file and click “Yes” on the security access control

 2. You are shown a welcome screen of the installer, here you should click “Next”

 3. You should leave default settings at this menu and just click “Next
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Technical Instructions

 4. The installation is completed when the following screen appers, after which you  
 may click “Finish”

 5. After this installation is completed, and on your desktop there is an icon “Lucky  
 Balls Shop” which you can click to start the application
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Thermal Printer Setup

Please use following step to setup thermal printer for use with Lucky Balls application:

 1. Install printer driver that came with the printer on the installation CD;
 
 2. Click on windows “Start” button, open “Devices and Printers”;
 
 3. You should be able to see your printer in this window, eg. “EPSON TM-88IV   
  Receipt” if the drivers have been installed correctly;
 
 4. Right-click on the thermal printer icon eg. “EPSON TM-88IV Receipt” and select  
  “Set as default printer” as shown on below image;

 5. Again right-click on the thermal printer icon and select “Printer properties”, click  
  on “Advanced” tab as shown on below image;

 6. Now click on “Print directly to printer” option to select it, and press “Apply”, then “OK”;
 
 7. You can now start your “Lucky Balls” application and print a test ticket. 
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Manual Barcode Generation

Since some thermal printers (eg. Samsung Bixolon SRP-350) have firmware bugs which 
manifests with wrong calculation of the control numbers of the printed barcode, which 
futher means that the barcode will not be scannable, we have made a workaround.

In order to correct the problem, you need to activate the manual barcode calculation in our 
software by editing the “LuckyBallsShop.json” configuration file whose default location is 
“C:\Users\UserName\Documents\Lucky Balls – Shop (CompanyName)”. In the configuration 
file you need to set “CalcBarCodeChecksum” to “true”.

“LuckyBallsShop.json” before update

“LuckyBallsShop.json” after update
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Configuration of the Star TSP-100 Printer

In order to get the Star printers to work with “Lucky Balls” software, you need to change the 
“Star emulation” to “ESP/POS” in the printer settings.
 
 1. Click on windows “Start” button, open “Devices and Printers”;
 
 2. Right click on the installed star printer and select “Printer properties”
 
 3. Open tab “TSP100 Config”, and click on “Launch Configuration Application”

 
 4. Select “EPC/POS Mode” and press OK
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 5. Open “General Settings” option and make sure the parameters are as on below           
      image

 
 6. In the “Print Job Routing” section, make sure that the “Enable EPC/POS Routing”            
      is checked

 
 7. Press “Apply Changes” and close the configuration application
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